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A practicing architect turned artist and activist, Sofia Karim’s works deal with theories and thoughts of architecture and time. Her explorations with

architecture beyond its formal process begun with the incarceration of her uncle, Shahidul Alam in Dhaka in November, 2018. Based on the letters

that she received from her aunt and later, detailed conversations with her uncle, once he was back home after sixty days in prison, Karim began to

write a series of essays on an ‘Architecture of Disappearance’. The drawings she created were mainly computer drawings, in a manner similar to an

architect’s quick rendition of space, the only difference being that these drawings were a translation of prison spaces that her uncle told her about.

The drawings began to open up and the lines freed into light after narratives shifted from prison cells into a feeling of being back home. Karim’s

practice as an artist however, continues to grow in other explorations of architectural mediums as a response to social causes in the U.K. and South

Asia. Writing provocative lines and poetry on raw buildings, is something Karim would always do on sites she worked on, knowing that these lines

would eventually disappear with time, yet remain embedded on the walls of a finished building. A series of six canvases translate this layered practice

with building materials such as plaster, cement, board pins and drawings for a blueprint along with texts, comments and poetry. Looking at practice as

action and a representation of architecture as a language of struggle with beauty, Karim moves away from a formal language of buildings into a poetic

rendition of lines and the formation of a new language, and perhaps, even a reformed theory. The struggle that repression causes, is almost freed in

these lines rendered to harness the artist’s earliest memories in architectural spaces – emotion, light.

Sofia Karim (b. 1976), has practiced architecture for over 20 years at studios including Norman Foster’s in London and Peter Eisenman’s in New York.

Her practice combines architecture, visual art, activism and writing. Her activism focuses on Bangladesh human rights, migrant labour rights, artists’

freedom of expression and prison reform. She campaigned for the release of imprisoned artists, including Dr Alam and Tania Bruguera. She has staged

protest exhibitions at Tate Modern (Turbine Hall) and has appeared on BBC World News, Channel 4 News and Sky News. Her works were recently

exhibited alongside Shahidul Alam’s retrospective at the Rubin Museum. New York (2019). Karim is the founder of books4jail, a project sending books

from artists, writers, and cultural institutions to prisoners. She also a visiting critic at Westminster school of Architecture and is currently based in

London.
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RACHEL; 2019
mixed media on canvas,

5.9" x 8.2“



SUNLIGHT HOUSE; 2019
mixed media on canvas
5.9" x 8.2“



PURPLE SCREEN; 2019
5.9" x 8.2“

mixed media on canvas



AL JAZEERA HEAD TO HEAD; 2019
mixed media on canvas
5.9" x 8.2“



JOTA; 2019
mixed media on canvas,

5.9" x 8.2“



BORIS LIES; 2019
mixed media on brick
4" x 8.5" x 2.5“



SCREENSHOT JANUARY 15 2020
mixed media on brick

4" x 8.5" x 2.5“



ARC 004_02/POLYLINE 001; 2019
Giclée print
23.4" x 16.5" 



ARC 004_04; 2019
Giclée print
23.4" x 16.5“ 



ARC 004_02/POLYLINE 002; 2019
Giclée print
23.4" x 16.5" 



ARC 004_01/POLYLINE 002; 2019
Giclée print
23.4" x 16.5" 



ARC 004_02; 2019
Giclée print
23.4" x 16.5" 



ARC 004_03; 2019
Giclée print
23.4" x 16.5" 


